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THE SUMMARY IN BRIEF
In companies, fear can take many forms: fear of not meeting a goal, of not
getting a bonus, of losing decision rights and respect. Fear compels employees and
managers to protect themselves by creating seemingly impenetrable barriers fortified by rules and practices that benefit one group while harming others.
If this sounds familiar, then you know that, left unchecked, fear-driven barriers
can spread at an alarming rate in a company. Workgroups start to define success
not by reaching the company's overall goal, but by fulfilling their part of the
process. Restrictive policies pile up until managers start to exert extreme control
over headcount and resources. Other managers feel compelled to build empires —
taking over other departments’ functions to regain or enhance their self-sufficiency. In the midst of these counterproductive activities, employees suffer, success
deteriorates and efficiency dies.
While these barriers might seem insurmountable, they are not. By learning
from the real-world lessons in Tom Rieger’s book, Breaking the Fear Barrier, leaders, managers and employees can overcome the barriers that plague their company.
It takes courageous leadership and can be difficult, but the result will be nothing
less than transformational.
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Introduction
In the aftermath of the Great Recession, while organizations are dealing with widespread loss and fear, it’s
easy for them to give up hope that they can get back
that edge, that swagger and that fierce pride that drove
success in the past. But it’s still out there. That hope still
lives inside every employee, manager and leader. To
unleash that hope, organizations must utterly destroy the
fear barrier. The first step is to understand how fear
works, and how barriers are constructed and sustained so
that the underlying root causes can be destroyed one by
one. The second step is to create an environment where
courageous behavior can flourish and thrive.
This is a difficult journey, but one that can mean the
difference between success and utter failure; between
dreams realized and hopes dashed. It is a journey we
can’t afford not to take. ●

Fear of Loss
Why do so many organizations plague themselves with
barrier after barrier and create cumbersome, lumbering
bureaucracies that can’t quickly respond to market
changes or new conditions? By creating internal barriers,
countless organizations damage themselves with red tape,
interdepartmental conflict, inefficient processes, restrictive policies, or too much or too little information.
My colleagues at Gallup and I worked with several
companies that had “stalled.” No matter what they tried,
no matter what they did, they just could not stop a slow
downward slide. To determine the root cause of this
problem, we conducted extensive background material
reviews of policies and procedures, and conducted several
1-800-SUMMARY

thousand in-depth interviews with people at different
organizational levels, from CEOs to front-line employees
in different industries, functions and job types in both the
public and private sectors, across a dozen countries spanning six continents.
The focus of this research was to identify policies,
practices and procedures that hindered success — often
without an apparent good reason — and then to trace
the origin of the problem. In every case, the problem
was a barrier: something put in place internally that was
intended to help one group, but harmed another. When
we examined the data, we found that one root cause for
those barriers far overshadowed all others. It existed in
every organization that we studied and was generally the
driving force behind the most damaging and most severe
barriers. It was fear — fear of loss.

An Endemic Sense of Entitlement
What largely drove that fear of loss, we discovered,
was an endemic sense of entitlement. Whether the issue
was pay, a bonus, a promotion, decision rights, a big
office, headcount or a budget, people would go to great
lengths to protect something they felt they were entitled
to — even if doing so was not in the best interest of the
organization as a whole. The victims of these protective
decisions often knew how harmful these behaviors were,
but they were powerless to do anything about them.
People often face a basic dilemma between what is
best for them personally versus what is best for the organization. Barriers inevitably spring up when these two
dynamics are in conflict, but when they are in perfect
alignment, organizations can avoid these barriers.
If these two forces are not managed properly, fear of
loss can become a self-fulfilling prophecy. ●
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Parochialism
When functional silos create protective policies and
rules, defining success by focusing on only what happens
in their own little world, and losing sight of the ultimate
outcome, a company has reached the first level of
bureaucracy: Parochialism.
Sustaining parochialism isn’t easy. It takes a lot of
effort. So to deal with incessant interruptions, exceptions
and problems, parochial departments (and often whole
companies) make new rules to protect themselves: rules
that control actions, rules that restrict the flow of information, rules that limit and define how others will deal
with that department, rules about the rules for changing
the rules — all to serve the parochial needs of a
local “ruler.”
Rules tend to enforce parochialism when they are
absolute. General Motors (GM) used to have a rule that
senior executives had to review presentations three
times: They’d read the presentation before the meeting,
sit through the presentation and read the minutes of the
presentation afterward. This is part of the reason why
GM executives routinely read 600-700 pages of documents a day, ranging from divisional performance results
to lease agreements, leaving them with little time for
selling cars.
Managers and leaders who are acting in a parochial
manner don’t think they’re doing anything wrong.
Often it is the contrary: They strongly believe that they
are taking a courageous stand for what is best. They may
even have been rewarded for their actions even though
those actions are clearly harming the organization.

Doing Something Wrong But Thinking
It Is Right
Behavioral economist George Loewenstein’s study on
behavioral decision theory and business ethics helps to
explain this phenomenon of doing something that is
clearly wrong but thinking it is right. He found that
“whenever individuals face tradeoffs between what is
best for themselves and what is morally correct, their
perceptions of moral correctness are likely to be biased
in the direction of what is best for themselves.” In other
words, if your self-interests are in conflict with those of
the greater good, it is simply human nature for you to
adjust your view of the greater good to match the context of what is best for you.
If organizations do not aggressively work to prevent
situations in which one individual or group succeeds at
the expense of others, the leaders of those groups may
feel compelled to act in a parochial manner. If an

organization is holding leaders accountable to hit certain
goals, and others appear to be getting in the way, then it
is logical for leaders to feel justified putting up walls and
barriers to prevent those interruptions or distractions
from having any effect — even if doing so ultimately
hurts the broader organization. ●

Territorialism
Often, managers feel that they have no choice but to
maintain the tightest level of control possible over people and budgets to ensure that no penny is wasted and
no assets are lost, especially to other departments. They
may pressure front-line workers to meet short-term
goals at the expense of meeting their specific departmental goals. By doing so, these managers create even thicker barriers to protect their turf.
These barriers institutionalize the problem of fear. If
managers are worried enough, they may feel forced to
start controlling resources, projects and people just to
maintain control. They believe this is a solution to a
temporary problem, but it rarely is. What starts out as a
fear-based reaction can soon become standard operating
procedure. Tight control becomes more and more
prevalent, and it inevitably affects interdepartmental
behavior. The whole scenario creates a low-grade
siege mentality.

The Second Level of the Pyramid
of Bureaucracy
This condition is the second level of the pyramid of
bureaucracy: territorialism.
To be clear about terms, parochialism and territorialism differ in various ways. They are the result of different dynamics and they have different manifestations:
While parochialism is about protection from outside, territorialism is about control over what is inside, regardless
of the impact on front-line staff or other departments.
While parochialism and territorialism are not the same
thing, they are not mutually exclusive. A parochial manager can also be territorial, and vice versa.

Territorial Managers
Here are some of the many ways territorial managers
exercise control:
• Taking away freedom. Low empowerment,
despite high levels of accountability, is a serious barrier
that exists to some degree in virtually all organizations.
• Taking away extra time. Every job requires a
certain amount of time to perform. Territorialism systematically fills every minute with bare-minimum tasks,
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leaving no time for outstanding performance and certainly none for personal empowerment.
• Eliminating opportunities to gain knowledge
or skills. In times of scarcity, training is often the first
thing to go, even though that training may help prepare
employees for transfers, advancement or new ways of
doing things.
• Restricting information flow. By keeping
employees in the dark — about issues as major as strategy or as minor as office supply entitlements — managers
limit employee participation and effectiveness.
• Withholding support. Perhaps the most insidious
way for a territorial manager to limit empowerment is to
implicitly or explicitly express that employees are
empowered at their own risk and that they will not be
supported if things go wrong. ●

Empire Building
Territorial managers and leaders can control their fiefdoms unchecked as long as they don’t have to deal with
other departments. But when they do, fear of loss of
their ability to maintain control can drive them to spread
their sphere of power over others. Fear reaches its apex
in an organization when individual departments start
building empires. Empire building is the pinnacle and
most extreme level of the pyramid of bureaucracy.
Empire building occurs when one group attempts to
regain or enhance its self-sufficiency by encroachment or
by expanding its span of control even when that is not
in the best interest of the organization. There are several
signs that empire building has begun: Departments compete for IT initiatives. Recruiting may become backlogged. Leaders either directly or indirectly control other
independent groups by “speaking for them”; by claiming
the right to prioritize time or resources for different
departments; or, in empire building’s most severe form,
by creating duplicate functions of their own.
Empire building cannot exist without parochialism and
territorialism. The preconditions for empire building are
endemic fear, different views of success, tight control
over resources and lack of shared accountabilities — the
bricks and mortar of parochialism and territorialism.
When faced with parochial and territorial colleagues and
the barriers they build, managers might feel that they
have no other choice but to build empires.

Empire Building Is About Acquisition
and Expansion
But empire building is not the same as parochialism
and territorialism. Parochial managers do not necessarily

want to take control over other departments. Instead,
they build walls against others’ empire building attempts
to keep outsiders from interfering with their own local
focus and viewpoint. Territorialism is about keeping
things just the way they are. Empire building is about
changing the balance of power. While territorialism
seeks to impose limits on what people can do inside the
silo, empire building seeks to change the focus of what
those in other departments do. Territorialism is about
defending the current span of control, but empire building is about expanding it.
Empire building can take many forms, but it’s fundamentally about acquisition and expansion. Empire
builders are driven to take over headcount, information,
budgets, decision rights and other resources. When they
do, it increases inefficiency, conflict and disengagement,
and wastes resources. Instead of worrying about a competitor taking over a segment of the market, empire
builders worry about asserting control within their own
companies. Time and money end up being directed at
internal turf wars rather than at the competition. Empire
building is not the valid consolidation of oversight, but
rather the deliberate attempt to improve one group’s
self-sufficiency at the expense of another group’s success.
The costs to an organization can be enormous. ●

The Cost of Fear
When a manager behaves in a territorial manner —
controlling staff through low empowerment or misguided accountability — employees have trouble assisting
with or even seeing what’s happening in the organization as a whole.
To discover how prevalent territorial behavior is in
American workplaces, Gallup conducted a nationally
representative study of 2,634 U.S. working adults. We
asked respondents about various aspects of empowerment and accountability in their workplace as an indication of how much they were controlled versus how they
were judged.

Four Groups of Workers
From the resulting data set, we categorized workers
into four groups based on their levels of empowerment
and accountability: Top Performers, Loose Cannons,
Broken Spirits and Prisoners.
Top Performers are the kinds of employees who
approach a customer problem by saying, “I am here to
help,” who are able to help and who expect their manager to know about it and approve. Top Performers represent about one-fourth of the U.S. working population.
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Loose Cannons have great power but very little
responsibility. They have no objective metrics, don’t
receive feedback on their performance and/or face no
consequences for their actions. Loose Cannons make up
21 percent of the U.S. working population.
Broken Spirits are held highly accountable but have
little, if any, empowerment. Members of this group have
firm metrics and face consequences for falling short of
performance targets. However, they are unable to make
decisions or adapt to new situations. Broken Spirits represent the smallest proportion, accounting for 5 percent
of the U.S. working population.
Prisoners lack any empowerment and live in a world
of shifting rules and subjective accountability. Prisoners
are the ones most likely to be found in a parochial or
territorial environment. Shockingly, one out of every two
American workers is a Prisoner.
So what does all that imply for business performance?
The average engagement level for Top Performers is at
the 87th percentile, making that group among the most
engaged employees Gallup has studied. They are also the
most productive. The average level of engagement for
Prisoners is at the 8th percentile, making them among
the least engaged and least productive employees.
Ultimately, parochialism, territorialism and empire
building make a company less successful, less able to
innovate and more prone to high levels of internal distrust. While the barriers that Prisoners and Broken
Spirits face may seem insurmountable, it is important to
keep in mind that others did not impose these internal
barriers. Because people inside companies build barriers,
they can be the ones to destroy them, clearing the way
for success. To effectively combat fear-based bureaucratic barriers, a company must be ready and willing to
attack the problem on all fronts. ●

Overcoming Parochialism
There are two steps to addressing parochialism: treating the symptoms and curing the disease. The symptoms
of parochialism are rules that prevent more than they
protect, making life easier for those within the silo at the
expense of the broader organization’s success.
Conducting an audit of these rules is a critical part of
addressing the symptoms of parochialism.
To identify the rules that you need to audit, start by
asking which rules sometimes get in the way and are not
mandated by law. Different people from different parts
of the organization will have different views about
whether a rule is good or bad. Those who benefit from

the rule will like it. But those who have to live with its
negative repercussions may have several examples of
how the rule hurts the overall success of the organization more than it protects it against loss or liability.
Once the organization has identified the debatable
rules, the audit can begin.

Six Steps of a Rule Audit
A rule audit follows six sequential steps:
1. Identify the need that the rule is supposed to
fulfill, and evaluate the validity of that need.
Every rule should have a clear, established and valid
need that it fulfills.
2. Assess ownership of the rule. Assessing rule
ownership should be easy, and in many cases, it is.
Accounting owns accounting rules, customer service
owns customer service rules and so on. When no one
owns a rule, no one is accountable for deciding whether
it’s good or bad.
3. Determine how effective the rule is in meeting its intended need. If the rule doesn’t demonstrate
that it improves performance, then the rule needs to be
scrapped in favor of a different one to meet the
intended need.
4. Find unintended consequences of the rule. To
determine if a rule has unintended consequences, auditors need input from a wide range of employees, inside
and outside the department that owns the rule, as well as
from internal and external customers.
5. Establish the type of rule it is and the type it
should be. Rules that make up the bricks and mortar of
parochialism are usually gospels, or rules that must always
be followed without exception. Some rules are guidelines.
Some rules establish a boundary that should not and
cannot be crossed. These are ground rules. The most elusive rules are ghosts. Ghosts are rules that are not really
rules. Most ghosts start off as a practice to cope with a
specific situation. But over time, those situations change
or simply cease to exist. And yet the rule survives
because old habits can be hard to break.
6. Adjust and communicate. Leaders must clearly
communicate changes and adjustments to rule types,
owners, needs and other pertinent information to the
entire organization. ●

Overcoming Territorialism
Territorialism is about maintaining control over people and resources inside a silo. So overcoming territorialism involves addressing what the people within that silo
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are — or, more importantly, are not — empowered to
do and how they are held accountable.
The first step to creating appropriate levels of empowerment is to determine the factors that are limiting it.
To find out, companies can conduct an employee survey
in which workers indicate how much they agree or disagree with empowerment issues. Once organizations
establish which aspects of empowerment are a problem,
they can take appropriate corrective action.
Freedom to make decisions. If employees lack the
freedom to make decisions, it’s probably because of their
workgroup’s territorial manager. Determining the appropriate level of employee’s decision-making freedom
comes down to establishing a shared, unifying, missionoriented company goal and a reasonable set of ground
rules. That goal should then become the ultimate
barometer of good and bad decisions.
Time. The most common empowerment killer is lack
of time. To address this problem, organizations must
determine what the administrative task capacity (time
left over after mission-critical work) for a particular
function actually is. Once you know that time capacity,
prioritize tasks based on the overall business.
Training opportunities. Training criteria should be
as objective as possible. And companies should expect
and encourage managers to ensure that their staff continues to learn and grow.
Access to information or resources. A culture of
information sharing should be a deliberate strategy, along
with rewards for sharing and penalties for hoarding.
Employee participation and innovation. Mapping
the communication flow in an organization can shed
light on where information is flowing well, where it is
blocked, where it is vulnerable and where it is too many
layers removed.
Managerial support. Holding employees accountable for the overall success of the organization and
empowering them to succeed in furthering these objectives, including placing them with a talented manager,
can help prevent territorial behavior from reaching a
critical mass. ●

Overcoming Empire Building
Decisions that foster empire building are typically a
result of short-term thinking. One type of short-term
thinking is a sin of omission, when decisions are made for
short-term benefit without a full realization of the ultimate effect. A sin of omission is a barrier created by a
hasty decision or a badly planned move, such as pulling

resources off one project to save another, thus making it
impossible for the first project to succeed. This becomes
a problem when there is collateral damage to the
broader organization.
Another type of short-term thinking is a sin of commission, when people realize that there will be long-term
consequences, but they sweep those concerns under the
rug. When unpleasant consequences are well-known but
brushed aside, dismissed or minimized until it’s too late,
organizations are creating a sin of commission.

Companies Cannot Ignore the Short-Term
Impact of Decisions
To avoid these types of problems, organizations should
evaluate the guiding principles based on long-term and
short-term impact on business success. Companies can’t
ignore the short term; doing so could put them out of
business. But ultimately, the most important thing is the
long term. Organizations will be better off making decisions that carefully consider long-term outcomes. ●

Courage Enablers
Removing barriers is only the first step. Leaders must
give employees the encouragement, energy, commitment from above and support to try new things and to
focus on the greater good of the overall organization.
Leaders need to give special attention to courage
enablers to ensure that new barriers aren’t built. Once
rules, empowerment, accountability, information flow
and resources have all been addressed, managers need to
foster courageous behavior through four types of actions:
• Aligning vital courage and moral courage.
Shane Lopez and the late C.R. Snyder are perhaps the
foremost experts in research regarding hope and
courage. They defined vital courage as the “inspiration
for actions that improve one’s lot in life or that ultimately promote survival.” Moral courage is “the authentic
expression of one’s beliefs or values in pursuit of justice
or the common good despite power differentials, dissent,
disapproval or rejection.” While vital courage is inwardly focused (survival), moral courage is outwardly focused
(ideology). Vital courage is about what’s best for the
employee. Moral courage is about what’s best for the
organization.
• Matching responsibilities with strengths.
Organizations that effectively create individualized career
paths for talented employees have seen dramatic benefits.
One heavy equipment manufacturer began to use a
strengths-based approach to determine eligibility for a
fast-track manager training program. The failure rate for
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those going through the program dropped from an
unacceptably high level to virtually zero within
six months.
• Engaging employees. Engaged employees are
good for business. In a financial services company, higher levels of engagement meant stronger productivity. In
a manufacturing firm, greater engagement resulted in
fewer accidents. In a hospital, increased engagement led
to improvements in patient outcomes and safety rates.
Other businesses saw increased sales, lower turnover,
better customer relationships and higher market share.
What all of these organizations found is that engaged
employees are a prerequisite for courage and success.
• Rewarding courageous behavior. The reward
doesn’t have to be a trophy or a bonus; it could be a
note from a manager, a pat on the back or a story told at
a department meeting. Whatever the vehicle, leaders
should reinforce and celebrate courageous behavior. And
the reward should be meaningful to the person you are
rewarding and clearly linked to the types of new behaviors you are seeking. ●

Beware of Courage Killers
Managers who lack the talent to do their job effectively are at the source of many courage killers. There are
many ways for these managers to discourage courageous
behavior in an organization. Some of the more common
courage killers are:
• Inconsistency. To reduce inconsistency and create
courageous behavior, organizations must have clear and
objective rules that they communicate well and that
everyone in the organization fully understands. They
should enforce those rules as consistently as possible,
based on hard outcome metrics rather than opinion.
• Playing the blame game. This courage killer tells
workers that they are empowered at their own risk. But
failure results in recriminations, regardless of whether
the employee has the support and blessing of his or
her manager.
Managers who are not willing to support employees
who are acting within the rules or with the manager’s
consent send a message that they cannot be trusted. But
managers who publicly stand behind their employees
and encourage intellectual energy and initiative are
tremendously beneficial to their companies.
• Hoarding information. To be empowered,
employees must have access to the information and
resources they need to do their jobs properly.
Ultimately, unless there is a compelling legal or

regulatory reason to keep information from employees,
companies should not tolerate information hoarding.
• Public floggings. A technical analyst in an industrial products company joined the organization with
high hopes and expectations. However, her optimism
was quickly dashed. When the manager of her workgroup was disappointed in an employee’s performance,
that manager would get an inch from the offending
employee’s face and scream at him or her in front of the
entire group during meetings. After witnessing a few of
these episodes, the new employee quit and took another
job, even though the pay was lower.
• Subjectivity/rewarding subservience over service. When organizations base performance metrics on
clearly communicated and achievable targets that pertain
to objective outcomes, then everyone knows exactly
what they need to do.
• Excessive control. Organizations must set ground
rules for the types of decisions employees can make. As
long as employees stay within those parameters and
there is some accountability for results, they should be
free to make decisions. ●

The Leadership Imperative
There are no fearless leaders, but there are courageous
ones. Everyone has fears they need to face. The key is to
learn to overcome those fears. Mark Twain said,
“Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear — not
absence of fear.” To create a fearless company, leaders
must master fear — their own and others’. They have to
have the courage to fix what’s wrong.
Mission success must be the ultimate barometer of
everything that happens in the organization. Anything
that contributes to it should be encouraged; anything
that detracts from or has an unknown relationship to it
should be discouraged or eliminated. However, the
mission is unlikely to succeed unless the entire leadership team aligns itself with the shared goal, and achieving that degree of unanimity takes work. The leader
needs to present the vision and discuss it with each
member of the senior team one by one. Members
should have the opportunity to voice their concerns
and objections. Some objections will be valid; some will
not. The final judge and arbiter must always be mission
success. The leader should embrace suggestions that further the mission; suggestions that don’t are irrelevant
background noise.
Once leadership has achieved agreement and alignment with the mission, the next step is to determine
how each department and function companywide will
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contribute to mission success. Recognition, budgets,
advancement, hiring strategies and other decisions
should start and end with mission. Every department
must consider its role in these decisions as well as how it
will support other departments.

Goals, Budget Allocation and
Resource Distribution
Specific goals, budget allocation and distribution of
resources should be based on these guiding principles:
• Improving financial performance
• Improving the workplace
• Strengthening customer relationships
• Limiting liability
• Avoiding catastrophic failure
These issues are best decided locally. The overall direction of the strategy, however, should be driven by leadership and based on mission. ●

The Fearless Company
Parochialism, territorialism and empire building may
seem like iron-clad barriers that cannot be torn down.
But it is critical to remember that these walls were built
internally, one brick at a time, out of fear. They weren’t
there when the company was started. They don’t have
to be there now.
If leaders are bold enough to see through the fear and
dissect the root causes that make up this destructive
pyramid of bureaucracy, they will see that these barriers
can be overcome. Barriers that were built internally can
be destroyed internally.

Barrier Busting Takes Courage
Barrier busting takes a great deal of courage.
Executives and managers need to look in the mirror and
say that absolutely everything is on the table. This will
create tension and may cause some to leave. It can also
mean the difference between success and failure.
Removing barriers starts with understanding what people are trying to protect and shifting their reference
points toward the greater good rather than local processes. Leaders should structure rules and policies to prevent
walls from forming, instead of using them as the bricks
and mortar that parochial managers need to build their
dream castles.
As competition over resources increases, companies
must take great care to manage the territorialism that
will inevitably follow. Aggressively protecting empowerment, focusing on outcomes and holding people

How Mistakes Help Employees
Learn and Grow
One progressive manager told an employee who
was terribly upset after making a mistake, “I don’t
expect you to never make mistakes. If you never
make mistakes, you never learn. If your intentions
are good and you act within the rules, I will back
you up. I do, however, expect you to not make the
same mistake over and over again.”
accountable for the right things are absolutely critical to
maintaining an open and collaborative environment.
Organizations can limit empire building through better
management of information, focusing on the long term
and having an outcomes-based resource
prioritization process.
Company leaders must also properly manage information flow across departments to help ensure that they are
enabling courageous behavior and that empowerment
levels remain high. Information flow should be relevant
and balanced: not enough information and people can’t
do their jobs; too much and mission-critical work will
suffer as people become buried in e-mails, meetings
and memos.

Focus on Total Company Success
Organizations can optimize resources by allocating
them based on guiding principles that are focused on
total company success rather than on one group’s
parochial or territorial attempts to trump another group.
At the same time, leaders must beware of fear-based
decisions that are focused on short-term needs rather
than a long-term vision.
This journey can be difficult, challenging, exhilarating
and cathartic. It is a fundamentally emotional experience
for the employees who finally have the chains of
bureaucracy removed. Completing the journey is nothing less than a celebration of freedom and the first step
on a path toward greater success. ●
RECOMMENDED READING LIST
If you liked Breaking the Fear Barrier, you’ll also like:
1. Stop Workplace Drama by Marlene Chism. Chism shows how to implement
effective management strategies in a drama-filled organization and find
new solutions that create positive growth for everyone in your company.
2. The Adversity Advantage by Erik Weihenmayer and Paul Stoltz. Stoltz and
Weihenmayer teach you how to use adversity as a force for superior
achievement, resilience, agility, innovation, energy and happiness.
3. Silos, Politics, and Turf Wars by Patrick Lencioni. Lencioni offers solutions
to a key leadership issue — the impact of turf wars and political infighting
on organizational effectiveness.
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